South Vietnam Abandons Qui Nhon

There is serious concern as to whether the South Vietnamese will effectively carry out the Pentagon's plan to strengthen the defenses of three key cities: Saigon, Vung Tau and Qui Nhon. The concern is based on reports of considerable intelligence information which indicates that the defoliators are very active in the area.
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Mary Ann Holloway Weds J.M. Richard

Mary Ann Holloway Weds J.M. Richard

Crow Appliance Opens New Store On The South Side

Stresses Importance Of Quality Repairing

Bison Fabric's Fashion Fabrics

HURRY TO GET THESE VINTAGE FABRICS

TOWERING GIFT OFFER!

$8.50 VALUE Free with the purchase of any one of our Four Dozen Christmas Decorations.

Generation Rap...

Wanted: Honest Candidate

On 185 - The Carpenters" at the E.U. Amos Theater, 185.

LIE DETECTION SERVICE (Polygraph)

PRE-EMPLOYMENT SCREENING INTEGRAL TO CONTROL

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR OFFICE & FIELD SCREENING

232-8095 or 235-6030

UNITED RESEARCH SERVICE CO.

DEE'S GRAPHIC SUPPLY

Holds Important Seminar Meeting

More than 50 newspaper advertising executives attended Dee's Graphic Supply's, inc. 2027 S. 20th St., seminar meeting on Saturday, October 12th, to learn the business techniques of the graphic arts industry.

For information, contact the firm at 232-8989.

Business Review

Produced & Edited by Margaret L. Chenault

The Publishers make no warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, and shall not be liable for any loss, damage or expense arising out of or in connection with the use of the information or the decision to act on such information.
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Editorials

$90 Million Campaign Kitty

Washington, D.C. (AP) - The political committee that backs candidates for the Senate, House and other races is in for a windfall.

To such an extent that President Jimmy Carter's campaign is expected to receive a $90 million windfall.

The money, which is going to be given to the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee, will be used to support Democratic candidates in the 1982 midterm elections.

The committee, which is looking to raise $1 billion for the general election, has already raised $400 million.

Change In USIA Proposed

By BILL SHERMAN

The head of the news wire service for the United States is proposing to cut the budget of the agency by 10%.

The proposal, which was presented to the agency's board of directors, would result in a savings of $100 million over the next five years.

The reduction would be achieved by reducing the number of employees and streamlining operations.

State Editors Say

By BILL GILLESPIE

Editors of state newspapers have called for a reduction in the number of state and local government officials.

The editors, who are part of the National Association of State Editors, say the current system is too costly and too complex.

They are calling for a reduction in the number of government officials to 50% of the current number.

Innovative High School OK'd

By GARY NEILL

A proposal to create an innovative high school has been approved by the state education board.

The school, which will focus on project-based learning, will be located in a former industrial building.

The school will offer students a variety of courses, including courses in engineering, computer science, and other STEM fields.
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National Briefs

Bond Set In Mass Murder

By BILL SHERMAN

A $100,000 bond has been set for a man accused of murder.

The man, who is a suspect in a mass murder, is accused of killing two people and injuring three others.

The suspect, who is currently in custody, is scheduled to appear in court on Wednesday.

Daly, landslide expected

By BILL GILLESPIE

A landslide is expected in the Daly area due to heavy rain.

The area, which is prone to landslides, is expected to receive several inches of rain over the next few days.

People are urged to stay away from the area and avoid any unnecessary travel.

TV MAILBAG

I read your column every week and always enjoy your writing. Thank you for your insights.

Sincerely,

John Smith

Treyton is better. Charcoal is why.

Bill Thorp

Striped Of Life Savings

Every man tells a story... and the story of the man who was striped of life savings is a cautionary tale. He was a man who lived a modest life, but who was not content with what he had. He sought adventure, and took risks, and paid the price.

The man, who was a local celebrity, was betrayed by his business partner. The partner, who was a con artist, took advantage of the man's trust and stole his life savings.

The man, who was devastated by his loss, decided to write about his experience to warn others of the dangers of trusting too much.

He has written a book, which is available on Amazon, and is giving a portion of the proceeds to a charity for victims of financial fraud.

The book, which is titled "The Striped Man," is available on Amazon and is available for $9.99.

The man, who is an avid reader, is looking forward to your comments on his book.

Sincerely,

Bill Thorp

The PEOPLE'S Voice

So What?

Art Buchwald

Sonia Interview (A la Holleman)

The interview with Sonia was a true delight. She spoke with intelligence and wit, and was a joy to listen to.

Sonia, who is a prominent political figure, was asked about her views on the current political climate.

She said, "I believe in the power of the people. They are the ones who can make a difference, and we must work together to ensure that their voices are heard."
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City Crime Up 20%

Oklahoma City's 1974 crime rate jumped almost 17% over the 1973 rate. This is the first time in 10 years that the crime rate in the city has shown such a substantial increase. The jump in crime is due to a number of factors, including increased drug activity, economic downturn, and a decrease in police manpower. The city is now considering increased police patrols and the implementation of new crime prevention programs in order to combat this rise in crime.

VOTE for CLEAN HONEST GOVERNMENT

VOTE for JIM KELLY DEL CITY'S MAYOR TODAY!

Phillips Says 'Deep Well' Sunk In Utah

ROBERT P. PHILLIPS, Phillips Petroleum Co., said that his company has begun drilling a "deep well" to explore for petroleum resources in Utah.

Robert Wright, a Phillips spokesman, said that the drilling is part of a program to determine whether the area contains enough petroleum to be worth further exploration. He said that the company has drilled several test wells in the area, and the "deep well" is part of that program.

Some residents of the area have expressed concern about the drilling, fearing it could affect groundwater supplies. Phillips has assured them that the drilling will not affect the water supply and that the company will take all necessary precautions to ensure the safety of the operation.

Free Meditation Program Planned

Swami Muktananda, at South Bay, will hold daily programs of meditation, chanting and yoga at his ashram. Swami Muktananda's free programs will be held in the evening at 7:15 p.m., and from 3 to 5:30 p.m. on Sunday.

The events are being held in the South Bay area, where Swami Muktananda has been conducting regular meditation and yoga classes for the past 15 years.

250 Arrested Over Weekend

Most of these arrested were teenagers, who were taken into custody for various violations, including drug offenses and public intoxication. One man was charged with assault and battery.

Expect more...

are you losing interest?